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1. Care dintre cele două opțiuni dezbătute (masteratul didactic sau modulul psihopedagogic I+II) 

credeți că va crește calitatea în sistemul de învățământ? Doriți să propuneți o altă opțiune? 

 

2. Justificați răspunsul la întrebarea Care dintre cele două opțiuni dezbătute credeți că va crește 

calitatea în sistemul de învățământ? Doriți să propuneți o altă opțiune?  

 

As a professor for didactics of mathematics I propose a Master in the didactics of the subject.   

A society denominated as knowledge society needs persons who are creative and good problem 

solvers; who are open minded and can communicate their ideas.  “Knowledge, techniques and 

institutions will find themselves increasingly threatened with the charge of obsolescence. Culture 

itself is no longer built with blueprints of permanence and repeat production, but with those of 

creativity and renewal (Rivière, Bouchenak et al. 2005,  p. 58)”. New challenges for societies require 

new forms of learning. During their time in school as students prospective teachers made 

experiences which have an important impact on their beliefs about education. If they do not acquire 

new contents and methods it has to be expected, that teachers repeat what and how they learned in 

school as students. „Teachers’ formative experiences in mathematics emerge as key players in the 

process of teaching since what they do in the classroom reflects their own thoughts and beliefs“ 

(Philippou and Christou 1998, p. 191). 

Since the beginning of the 1980ties research in mathematics didactics lead to a shift of paradigm 

about what and how to teach mathematics in school. To develop creativity, curiosity and courage 

while facing problems students must develop self-efficacy. They must have occasions to learn on 

their own way and to communicate with others about the subject.  Central general goals in 

mathematics education are e.g. the development of competencies in problem solving, 

argumentation and communication. When students work on problems they show different ways of 

solution, ask different questions and partly find different solutions. This does not mean that students 

learn alone and teachers have to prepare a personal curriculum for every student. Individual 

learning is one step to a subject, accompanied by exchange of ideas and discussions in classrooms.  

Thus, understanding student’s ideas, leading structured communication processes is a necessary 

precondition for successful teaching. Teachers need a deep knowledge about the subject. But for 

understanding students thinking prospective teachers should also have a deep knowledge about 

different thinking processes. This cannot be done by good textbooks.  Pehkonen writes: „Even the 

most creative and varying textbook can be used in such a way that pupil will consider mathematics 

boring and dull. On the other hand, a competent teacher with insight and courage can use any 

material with good results, and his pupils will be fascinated by mathematics“  (Pehkonen 1994, p. 

177). 

Studies like TEDS-M 2008 show the diversity of teacher’s competencies. More than 2/3 of 

prospective teachers who did not study didactics of mathematics had difficulties to evaluate 



whether solutions of students were correct or not. Furthermore, their competencies to recognize 

whether a teaching method was appropriate or not was at a very low level (see  (Blömeke, Kaiser et 

al. 2010). These are results from Germany, but in general investigations about teacher knowledge in 

mathematics education underline the importance of deep knowledge in different fields of 

professional knowledge (see e.g. Blömeke, Busse et al. 2016).  

The university curricula should include the subject, didactics of the subject and also psychological 

and pedagogical courses. But it is not sufficient to learn about learning and teaching from a 

psychological perspective. The contents we teach today in mathematic lessons are based on 

research in didactics of mathematics. The discussion in this field of research is different from the 

research in pedagogic and psychology. 

 

3. Care sunt avantajele și riscurile opțiunii recomandate de dumneavoastră? Ce soluții/metode 

propuneți pentru gestionarea acestora? 

The studies show that a teacher with high competencies in her or his professional knowledge will 

support student’s development better than a teacher with lower competencies. This seems to be 

obvious. But everyday experience show that in time of low budgets there is always the danger of 

saving money at wrong places.  It can be expected that a better teacher education has an impact on 

knowledge of students as well as on interest and motivation. Nevertheless, results need some time 

to get explicit (or clear). In discussions about didactics of mathematics one talks about 20 years and 

more to see (proofed with statistics) first results of changing a system. 

Risks depend also on the involved persons. Are there enough experts to accompany the process of 

changing? 

 

4. Ce elemente ar trebui să aibă în vedere entitățile responsabile de organizarea masteratului 

didactic/modulului psihopedagogic (obiective, mod de funcționare ș.a.)? Ce soluții propuneți pentru 

gestionarea părților interesate care vor fi afectate de punerea în practică a opțiunii recomandate de 

dumneavoastră? 

It is necessary to teach contents in teacher education based on theory, investigations and practice. 

Many teachers ask for concrete ideas for the next lesson. But teaching best practice is not sufficient. 

Teachers should be capable of evaluating textbooks, of deciding which information, method and/or 

tasks lead to the best development of mathematical competencies of the student. Due to these 

demands teacher educators should be experts in the field of didactics of mathematics. They should 

have experience in research as well as occasion to do research.  

 

5. Ce așteptări și recomandări aveți privind colaborarea dintre părțile co-interesate? 

I recommend a constructive collaboration between experts, teachers and authorities. New curricula 

must be developed, new materials too. It will be easier to start changes with prospective teachers. 

Nevertheless, also teachers who are working in school need further education. Experiences in 

teacher education show good results with working groups of teachers. They should work in parallel 

to official courses. By this teachers can give a try to new ideas and reflect them. 

 



6.   Ce opțiuni ulterioare vedeți pentru evoluția în cariera de profesor (e.g. doctorat didactic) pentru a 

face această carieră mai atractivă și a crește calitatea intrărilor în sistem? 

A PhD in the didactic of a subject is not only attractive for persons who want to make another step in 

their career but also necessary to educate more experts in the field. Furthermore, a PhD student 

investigates the didactic of the subject and by this contributes to the development of the subject.    
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